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Abstract: “Science is prior to Technology.” – Jamir Ahmed Choudhury

“If you judge, understand.” – Lucius Annaeus Seneca (4 BC – 65), Roman Philosopher

1. Justifiable Constitution

Article 32 of Constitution of India provides the right to Constitutional Remedies which means that a person has right to move to Supreme Court (and High Courts also) for getting his fundamental rights protected. While Supreme Court has power to issue writs under Article 32, High Courts have been given same powers under Article 226.

Article 32(2) of the Constitution of India: The Supreme Court shall have power to issue directions or orders or writs, including writs in the nature of habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition, quo warranto and certiorari, whichever may be appropriate, for the enforcement of any of rights conferred by this Part.

Apriori Rights [Science & Constitution]

“What is true by lamplight is not always true by sunlight.” – Joseph Jouberi (1754 – 1824), French Moralist

Natural Mechanism such as Sunlight or Natural Magnetism is called Science. Man-made mechanism such as Lamplight or Man-made Magnetism is called Technology. Natural Mechanism such as Sunlight or Natural Magnetism is prior to Man-made Mechanism such as Lamplight or Man-made Magnetism. So, Science [Natural Mechanism] is prior to Technology [Man-made Mechanism]. Natural Mechanism is called Apriori Science [Natural Science or Primary Science or Basic Science or Independent Science or Objective Science or Positive Science or Pure Science]. Man-made Mechanism [Technology] is called Aposteriori Science [Secondary Science or Dependent Science or Subjective Science or Normative Science or Well Established Science]. Natural Mechanism [Apriori Science or Primary Science] is common to all irrespective of class, caste, ism, community, religion, state, or nation. So, Natural Mechanism [Apriori Science or Primary Science] is called Common Science [Neutral Science]. It is our Apriori Right to share & receive Neutral Science [Common Science or Pure Science Unmixed with Man-made Technology or Infallible & Unerring Revelation] such as Alteration of Day & Night in a Day openly & publicly. Reference of an established legitimacy [law, act, rule, regulation, guideline, or standard] is not necessary for sharing & receiving Apriori Science [Neutral Science, Natural Science, Basic Science, Objective Science, Independent Science, Primary Science, Common Science, Positive Science, or Pure Science Unmixed with Man-made Technology]. Formal Permission of an authority/organization is not necessary for sharing & receiving Apriori Science [Primary Science or Natural Mechanism Unmixed with Man-made Technology of Infallible & Unerring Revelation] such as Alteration of Day & Night in a Day. An authority/organization does not have any legitimate right to prohibit us from sharing & receiving Apriori Science [Natural Science or Neutral Science or Common Science or Primary Science or Basic Science or Independent Science or Objective Science or Positive Science or Pure Science or Infallible & Unerring Revelation].


No Rights: We have control over Aposteriori Science [Man-made Mechanism or Secondary Science or Dependent Science or Technology] such as Chandrayaan. Apriori Science [Natural Mechanism or Apriori Revelation] such as Alteration of Day & Night in a Day is beyond our control. So, Apriori Science [Natural Mechanism or Apriori Revelation] such as Alteration of Day & Night in a Day is called Independent Science [Objective Science or Positive Science]. An authority/organization does not have any legitimate right to violate our Apriori Rights of sharing & receiving Independent Science [Natural Mechanism, Neutral Science, Natural Science, Basic Science, Objective Science, Primary Science, Common Science, Positive Science, or Pure Science Unmixed with Man-made Technology or Infallible & Unerring Revelation] such as Alteration of Day & Night in a Day projecting anti-natural framework of natural science [global standard of UN] and propagating well established scientific evidences [man-made technologies or universal acceptance of a particular community].

Inborn Human Rights [Fundamental Rights]

“Science is but an image of the truth.” – Francis Bacon (1561 – 1626), British Philosopher

There is sole Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature. This Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature was revealed [created


This Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature is the Common – Comprehensive – Unerring – Legitimate – Open Text of Universal & Necessary Knowledge and Human Rights & Universal Education. It is the Textbook of Newton’s Laws [Unalterable Laws of Nature such as Newton’s Third Law – ‘Equal & Opposite’] and Einstein’s Sciences [Un-interfering Natural Mechanisms such as Einstein’s Binary Pulsar]. So, there should be no contradiction regarding one Common – Comprehensive – Unerring – Legitimate – Open Text of Universal & Necessary Knowledge and Human Rights & Universal Education. An authority/organization does not have any legitimate right to prohibit us from sharing & receiving this Common – Comprehensive – Unerring – Legitimate – Open Text of Universal & Necessary Knowledge and Human Rights & Universal Education.

Un-contradicted Facts of this Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature such as Sirius Binary System [Samawaati wal-Arz or Binary Star System], Sirius A [East Horizon or Gravitational Field or Arz or Domain of Physics], White Dwarf Companion Sirius B [West Horizon or Strong Field or Samawaat or Domain of Astronomy and Astrophysics], Helium-4 Atom, Upright Rectangular Universe [End of Proof], Two Horizons and Two Hemispheres of the Upright Rectangular Universe, Four Basic Fields – Four Basic Forces – Four Cardinal Directions of the Upright Rectangular Universe, Nine Planets as Nine Eye Opening Evidences, Galaxy of approximately 124000 Stars like Diamonds [Planet Jupiter], East Horizon guarded by the Four Basic Forces [Planet Saturn], Two Zones [Eastern Daylight Time Zone and Western Daylight Time Zone] within the East Horizon [Gravitational Field or Arz], Immovable Hexagonal World [Planet Pluto or Star of David], Six Manifested Regions [Asterisk or Unit (hex)], Upright West Region of the Appointed Kaba [Leaning Tower of Galileo] and Straight Middle-East Region of Eartha 3D [planet Mars or Black Hole at the Centre & Junction of the Seas], North East Region of North America and South East Region of South America, South West Region of Africa – Asia – Australia and North West Region of Europe, Appearing Pentagonal Earth like 9/11 Pentagon [Spiders’ Net or Star Operator or Nuuh’s Ark or Titanic or House], Three Ascending Stairs of the Appearing Pentagonal Earth [Minor Axis – Semi-major Axis – Major Axis or Superscripts], Prime Meridian [Tallest Tree of Newton or Appointed Kaba or Rabgun Gafuur], Natural Magnetism [Equal & Opposite Morning Show and Evening Show of the Sister Planet Venus or Safa & Marwa of Tarash-Shamsa], Uranian System [Periodic Motion of the Planet Uranus of each Zone or Newton’s Visual Binaries or Two Moons or Two-fold Mercy], Barrier between Equal and Opposite Natural Mechanism [Solar System or Bish-Shamsi], Mercurial System [Nurun AlaaNuur or Niche or Even & Odd Contrast or Manifested Trinity], Unfallible & Unerring Statistics regarding Alteration of Day & Night in a Day, Twelve Matter Particles, Octagonal Matter Particles, Electromagnetic Wave and Electroweak Force, Gravitational Wave, Einstein’s Binary Pulsar, Law of Conservation of Matter and Law of Conservation of Energy, Right Direction of Qibla (Even Way) toward Shatral Masjidi Haraam [Upright West Region of the Appointed Kaba or Inviolable Place of Worship], Appointed Day of Performing Hajj, Appointed Day of Observing Idd uniformly, Unalterable Laws of Nature [Newton’s Laws], Un-interfering Natural Mechanisms, and Manifested Signs and Scientific (Apriori) Proofs etc. were also revealed [created & manifested] prior to the revelation [creation & manifestation] of finite rational beings.

So, these un-contradicted facts [Searched out Set – B (Pages 49 to 86) of ‘UNO’s Contributions’ published by Notion Press or Pure Sciences Unmixed with Man-made Technologies (Pages 601 to 639) of ‘Science & Constitution’ published by Notion Press] are also called Apriori Sciences [Natural Sciences or Independent Sciences or Objective Sciences or Positive Sciences or Neutral Sciences or Basic Sciences or Primary Sciences or Common Sciences or Pure Sciences or Unfallible & Unerring Revelations]. These un-contradicted facts of nature are verifiable & justifiable from all perspectives/disciplines.


No Rights: We have control over Aposteriori Sciences [Man-made Mechanisms or Secondary Sciences or Technologies or Well Established Observational Facts of Modern Science or Well Established Scientific Evidences or Digital Sciences] such as Nine Moving & Running Global Exo-Planets or Neil Arm Strong’s visited sole Moon [NASA’S Moon]. Equal & Opposite Apriori Framework of Natural Science and Un-contradicted Facts of this Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature such as Sirius Binary System,
Mercurial System, Uranian System, Natural Magnetism, and Barrier between Equal and Opposite Natural Mechanism [Solar System] are beyond our control. So, an authority/organization does not have any legitimate right to violate our Inborn Human Rights of sharing & receiving Equal & Opposite Apriori Framework of Natural Science and Un-contradicted Facts of this Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature such as Sirius Binary System, Mercurial System, Uranian System, Natural Magnetism, and Barrier between Equal & Opposite Natural Mechanism [Solar System]. An authority/organization does not have any legitimate right to prohibit us from sharing & receiving Equal & Opposite Apriori Framework of Natural Science and Un-contradicted Facts of this Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature such as Sirius Binary System, Mercurial System, Uranian System, Natural Magnetism, and Barrier between Equal & Opposite Natural Mechanism [Solar System].

The court judgments in the contentious cases are final and the members of the United Nations not adjudicate political disputes.

The court judgments in the contentious cases are final and the members of the United Nations not adjudicate political disputes. Citizens of the Statute of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) are the principal judicial organ of the United Nations (UN). As per article 34 of the Statute of ICJ, only the State (nations) can approach ICJ for justice. The state can take the international dispute involving their citizens to ICJ for justice. But the same doesn't apply for a common citizen. The Dispute must be a legal dispute. The ICJ does not adjudicate political disputes.

Article 94 of the United Nations Charter states that all the members of the United Nations have to comply with the ICJ decisions in the cases in which they are parties. ... The court judgments in the contentious cases are final and without appeal, though there is no way ICJ can enforce its decisions.

Concrete Example

Sent: 11 December 2017 19:59
[mailto:jubaydah2002@gmail.com]
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)
Dated – 22nd December, 2017

Dear Madam,

We hereby acknowledge receipt of your communication.

After careful consideration of the contents of your petition, we sincerely regret having to inform you that the petition cannot be examined under the individual complaints procedure of the human rights treaties, as the Treaty Body Committees cannot receive and consider individual petitions unless the State party concerned has recognized the Committees' mandate to examine individual petitions. India has not recognized such a mandate.

Sincerely,

Petitions and Inquiries Section (Section des requêtes et des enquêtes)
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Genève 10
Switzerland

"Science must have originated in the feeling that something was wrong." – Thomas Carlyle (1795 – 1881), British Historian

International Human Rights Law: International human rights law lays down the obligations of Governments to act in certain ways or to refrain from certain acts, in order to promote and protect human rights and fundamental freedoms of individuals or groups.

- The stated aims of the UN are to maintain international peace and security, protect human rights, deliver humanitarian aid, promote sustainable development, and uphold international law.
- Universal Declaration of Human Rights: In 1948, two years after the assembly convened its inaugural session, it promulgated the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which contained thirty articles outlining global standards [*] for human rights. A historic act, it proclaimed the “inherent dignity” and “equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family.” As the chair of the UN Commission on Human Rights, U.S. First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt helped to draft and pass the declaration, saying that it “may well become the international Magna Carta for all men everywhere.”
- The United Nations Human Rights Council is a United Nations body whose mission is to promote and protect human rights around the world. The UNHRC has 47 members elected for staggered three-year terms on a regional group basis. The headquarters of UNHRC is in Geneva, Switzerland.
Article 1 of the UN Charter states the following purposes:
1) To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of international disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace;
2) To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace;
3) To achieve international co-operation in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion; and
4) To be a center for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment of these common ends

Article 1: All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

Article 8: Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.

Article 10: Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him.

Article 18: Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.

Article 19: Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.

Article 26: (1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.

(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.

(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children.

Inalienable Human Rights


Consequently, at present there is no institution on this Immovable Hexagonal World [Planet Pluto or Star of David] appearing as a Pentagonal Earth like 9/11 Pentagon [Spiders’ Net or Titanic or Star Operator or House] with Three Ascending Stairs [Superscripts] within the East Horizon [Gravitational Field or Sirius A or Domain of Physics] of the Upright Rectangular Universe [Helium-4 Atom or End of Pro] where Neutral Science [Apriori Science free from Global Standard (Anti-natural Framework) of UN] is being communicated [imparted]. At present there is no Mosque [Masjid] toward Right Direction of Performing Prayer [Qibla] either in the Ground Stair or in the Middle Stair of the Appearing Pentagonal Earth like 9/11 Pentagon with Three Ascending Stairs within the East Horizon of the Upright Rectangular Universe.


**Why do we need Justifiable Laws?**

“Never do anything against conscience even if the state demands it.” – Albert Einstein (1879 – 1955), German-Swiss-U.S. Scientist

Justifiable & Verifiable Truth [Apriori Science free from Anti-natural Standard (Global Standard) of UN or Natural Science Unmixed with Invented Lie of Special Agencies of UNO or Neutral Science free from Universal Acceptance of an Anti-natural (Global) Community or Pure Science Unmixed with Man-made Technology or Infallible & Unerring Revelation] cannot be doubted – rejected – falsified – disbelieved – denied. Justifiable & Verifiable Truth [Apriori Science free from Anti-natural Standard (Global Standard) of UN or Natural Science Unmixed with Invented Lie of Special Agencies of UNO or Neutral Science free from Universal Acceptance of an Anti-natural (Global) Community or Pure Science Unmixed with Man-made Technology or Infallible & Unerring Revelation] can be searched out – verified – recognized – justified – confirmed – believed – shared for the sake of utilitarian liberation & common end. It is our fundamental duty to develop scientific temperament with a view to searching out Justifiable & Verifiable Truth [Apriori Science free from Anti-natural Standard (Global Standard) of UN or Natural Science Unmixed with Invented Lie of Special Agencies of UNO or Neural Science free from Universal Acceptance of an Anti-natural (Global) Community or Pure Science Unmixed with Man-made Technology or Infallible & Unerring Revelation] for the sake of Utilitarian Liberation & Common End [Ref. Article – 51A (h) of our Constitution of India].

Reference of an established legitimacy [law, rule, regulation, guideline, or standard] is not necessary for sharing/receiving justifiable & verifiable truth such as ‘man is mortal’ (justifiable truth or universal major premise or unalterable law of nature or valid knowledge) and ‘I am a mortal being’ (corresponding verifiable truth or affirmative minor premise or observation of particular instances or certain knowledge). Similarly, reference of an established legitimacy [law, rule, regulation, guideline, or standard] is not necessary for sharing/receiving Equal & Opposite Apriori Framework of Natural Science and Un-contradicted Facts of this Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature [Verifiable Framework of Natural Science and Universal & Necessary Knowledge or Justifiable Valid Knowledge & Verifiable Certain Knowledge or Infallible & Unerring Revelation] such as Sirius Binary System, Mercurial System, Uranian System, Natural Magnetism, Barrier between Equal & Opposite Natural Mechanism [Solar System], Infallible & Unerring Statistics regarding Alteration of Day & Night in a Day, Einstein’s Binary Pulsar, and Newton’s Visual Binaries.

All that is in the West Horizon [Strong Field or Samawaat or White Dwarf Companion Sirius B or Domain of Astronomy and Astrophysics] and in the East Horizon [Gravitational Field or Arz or Sirius A or Domain of Physics] glorifies Allah. To Him belong Sovereignty, and to Him belong praise, and He has power over all things. It is He Who has created you. “Huwallazzi khalaqakum fa-minkum Kaafirum-wa minkum Mu-min” - But one of you is a disbeliever [of Equal & Opposite Apriori Framework of Natural Science and Un-contradicted Facts of this Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature], and one of you is a believer [of Equal & Opposite Apriori Framework of Natural Science and Un-contradicted Facts of this Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature]. And Allah is Seer of what you do. [Sura (63) – Yawmu-ttagaahun – Verses - 1 & 2]

Equal & Opposite is the Unalterable Law of Nature. There are equal & opposite blessed human persons and cursed human persons. Blessed human persons are the possessors of common sense [conscience or sense of right and wrong (equal & opposite)]. Cursed human persons are the possessors of Maya [Ref. Upnasad and Advaita Vedanta]. Maya has two functions – concealment of real [conspiracy] such as ‘Equal & Opposite Apriori Framework of this Manifested Nature’ and projection of unreal such as ‘Global Framework of sole Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature or Global Standard’ as if real [hypocrisy]. Vera Causa [Real Cause or Verifiable & Justifiable Cause] of human suffering is nothing but conscious conspiracy & manifest hypocrisy of the possessors of Maya [cursed human persons] since antiquity. The UN Universal Declaration of ‘Global Standard or Anti-natural Framework or Anti-natural Right’ has been manifesting clearly & distinctly nothing but the Identifying Mark [Distinguishing Mark] of Cursed Human Persons [Possessors of Maya or Devils].

Equal & Opposite Law of Nature categorically suggests the existential import of justifiable legitimacy. It is necessary to establish justifiable laws with a view to protect the existential imports of Verifiable & Justifiable Truth [Apriori Science free from Projected Global Standard or Natural


(IAST: Yato Dharmastato Jayaḥ);

Where there is truth (dharma), there is victory (justice).

**Technical Barbarism and Teleological Evidence Sorcery**
[UNO’s Universal Violations of Inalienable Human Rights [Apriori Rights – Inborn Human Rights – Fundamental Rights – Uncompromising Constitutional Rights] and Devil’s Intentional Violations of Four Foundational Solidarity Rights in Islam (such as Firm Faith, Practical Belief, Right Direction, and Appointed Days)]

“Who saves his country violates no law.” – Napoleon I
(1769 – 1821)

UNO is neither a Nation nor a Constitution. It is an anti-natural – anti-human – anti-social – anti-cultural – completely anti-Islamic organization of original terrorists [scientific terrorists] and anti-social activists [black & white activists]. People of this equal & opposite manifested nature are the self-evident victims of UNO’s Technical Barbarism and Teleological Evidence Sorcery. Special Agencies of UNO have recognized Equal & Opposite Apriori Framework of this Manifested Nature and several Un-contradicted Facts of sole Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature in resemblance with Kalamaaaihaahi [Verses of Kitaabab il-Haq or Synthetic Apriori Judgments or Universal Major Premises or Tawraat or Vyapti or Unalterable Laws of Nature such as Newton’s Laws] and in correspondence with Aayaatillahi [Marks of Manifest Truth or Crucial Instances or Affirmative Minor Premises or Injil or Paksa-Dharmata or Particular Instances under Natural Circumstances such as Einstein’s Binary Pulsar].
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Global scientists [special agencies of UNO] have been consciously & intentionally concealing from us their searched out Diamond Operator [Universe or Intrinsically Luminous Star or Shiraa], End of Proof [Upright Rectangular Universe], Helium-4 Atom [Two Horizons and Two Hemispheres of the Upright Rectangular Universe], Four Elements of an Atom, Four Basic Forces – Four Basic Forces – Four Cardinal Directions of Helium-4 Atom, Sirius Binary System [Binary Star System], Sirius A [Gravitational Field or East Horizon or Domain of Physics], White Dwarf Companion Sirius B [Strong Field or West Horizon or Domain of Astronomy and Astrophysics], Nine Eye Opening Evidences [Nine Planets], Planet Saturn [East Horizon guarded by the Four Basic Forces or Black Square], Planet Jupiter [Galaxy of approximately 124000 Stars like Diamonds or White Square], Planet Pluto or Star of David [Immovable Hexagonal World], Two Seashores [Upper Seashore (Western Daylight Time Zone or Ram Rajaya) and Lower Seashore (Eastern Daylight Time Zone or Zone of Ravana)], Asterisk [Six Manifested Regions or Unit (hex)], Leaning Tower of Galileo [Upright West Region of the Prime Meridian (Appointed Kaba)], Planet Mars [Black Hole or Straight-Middle-East Region of Eartha 3D or Middle Dot at the Centre & Junction of the Seas], North-East Region of North America of the Eastern Daylight Time Zone, South-East Region of the South America of the Eastern Daylight Time Zone, South-West Region of Africa – Asia – Australia of the Western Daylight Time Zone, Upright West Region of Arabian Peninsula of the Western Daylight Time Zone, North-West Region of Europe of the Western Daylight Time Zone, Planet Earth [Star Operator or Appearing Pentagonal Earth like 9/11 Pentagon], Superscripts [Three Ascending Stairs or Minor Axis – Semi-major Axis – Major Axis or Vulgar Fraction One Half – Vulgar Fraction Three Quarters – Vulgar Fraction One Quarter], Dot Operator [Planet Mercury or Mercurial System or Two-fold Mercy and a Light or Manifested Trinity], Morning Show & Evening Show of the Sister Planet Venus [Electromagnetic Wave and Electroweak Force or Equal & Opposite Stages of Journey of the so-called Sun], Broken Bar [Natural Magnetism], Infallible & Unerring Statistics regarding Alteration of Day & Night in a Day [Twice Rising & Twice Setting of the so-called Sun], Planet Uranus of each Zone [Uranian System or Two-fold Mercy or Two Moons or Newton’s Visual Binaries], Planet Neptune of each zone, Four Galilean Moons [Planet Uranus of each Zone and Planet Neptune of each Zone], Danger [Barrier between Eastern Daylight Time Zone and Western Daylight Time Zone or Lakshman Rekha between Zone of Ravana and Ram Rajaya], Double Danger [Barrier between Middle Stair and Mountain Top Stair of the Western Daylight Time Zone as well as Barrier between Western Daylight Time Zone and Eastern Daylight Time Zone], Gravitational Wave [Solar System or Barrier between Equal and Opposite Natural Mechanism], Einstein’s Binary Pulsar, Right Direction of Qibla [Even Way] toward Tallest Tree of Newton [Appointed Kaba or Rabbin Gafuur or Prime Meridian], Appointed Day of Performing Hajj on the basis of the appearing of New Moon [Planet Uranus] of the Western Daylight Time Zone [Europe, Arabian Peninsula, Australia, Asia, and Africa] from E-Point [Magnetic Field or Left of the Appointed Kaba or Shimal], and Appointed Day of Observing Idd on the basis of the appearing of New Moon [Planet Uranus] of the Western Daylight Time Zone [Europe, Arabian Peninsula, Australia, Asia, and Africa] from E-Point [Magnetic Field or Left of the Appointed Kaba or Shimal] etc.

Global Scientists have been consciously & intentionally persecuting our good belief in the existential import of necessity of education – sanctity of education – significance of scientific certainty projecting Anti-natural Framework of Natural Science [Global Standard of UN] and propagating man-made natural sciences [self-contradictory & paradoxical curriculum of compulsory education for all] such as Solar Universe, Copernican Universal Malobservation, Napier Bones, Ptolemy’s Hypothesis, Kepler’s Elliptical Axis, Running Global World and Moving Global Earth within the Running & Moving Global Universe, Nine Moving & Running Global Exoplanets, Space Station, Several Natural North and Natural South, Running & Moving East and West, Man-made Natural Magnetic Directions [Qibla Indicator], Common Run of the so-called Sun [Post Hoc Ergo Propter Hoc Statistics regarding Alteration of Day & Night in a Day], Neil Arm Strong’s visited sole Moon [NASA’s Moon] for the Equal & Opposite West Zone and East Zone, Chandrayaan, and One Global (Anti-natural) Text & Conspiracy Curriculum of International Bureau of Education [IBE – UNESCO] etc. since antiquity. We are to remember that persecution is worse than killing.

Global scientists [special agencies of UNO] have been working for the sake of the three-fold purpose. Following are the three-fold vision – mission – aim – objective of UNO and its Special Agencies [Global Scientific Community referred by NCERT – India] – 


ii) To lead Muslims of the entire world toward Wrong Direction consciously & intentionally violating Four Foundational Solidarity Rights in Islam such as Firm Faith, Practical Belief, Right Direction, and Appointed Days;

iii) To dominate Sovereignty of the Constitution of each Member State of UN.

Consequences of UNO’s Contributions
“A patriot must always be ready to defend his country against his government.” – Edward Abbey (1927 – 1989)

I have identified lacunae in the Projected Global Standard of UN in the year 1987. I have been running the Greatest Self-financed Natural Science Project for a long
period of time. I have amassed more than sufficient formal & legitimate documents [eye opening evidences or unerring witnesses or clear proofs or crucial instances or positive cases] with a view to face projected Anti-natural Framework [Global Standard] of UN and propagated Man-made Natural Science of Special Agencies of UNO [Universal Acceptance of the Global Scientific Community referred by NCERT – India]. In other words, I have collected more than sufficient mighty weapons for fighting against UNO’s Universal Violation of our Inalienable Human Rights [Apriori Rights – Inborn Human Rights – Fundamental Rights – Uncompromising Constitutional Rights] since antiquity projecting Anti-natural Framework of Natural Science [Global Framework of sole Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature or Global Standard of UN], propagating Invented Lies & Introduced Falsehoods [Man-made Natural Sciences or Well Established Observational Facts of Modern Science or Well Established Scientific Evidences or Universal Acceptance of the Global Scientific Community referred by NCERT – India or Identified Nexus of Self-evident Plagiarisms or Digital Sciences], wrong interpreting Verses of ‘Kitaaba bil-Haqq’, and communicating with us Absolutely False Information [Global News].

I did not take just a coin from public money & govt. fund projecting reference of my ‘Greatest Natural Science Project’ throughout the history of human epistemology. On the contrary, I have been running my Natural Science Project for a long period of time sacrificing several basic needs and justified desires of my family members [specifically my beloved children]. Consequently, my searched out scientific findings are free from the nexus of self-evident plagiarisms [universal acceptance of the global scientific community referred by NCERT – India and global sustainability of the so-called epistemic persons] and my pen-paper-pencil works are free from so far established suitable rules – contrary formalities – contradictory guidelines – conspiracy parameters of concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations [set guidelines established as per projected global standards (anti-natural parameters) of UN]. It is necessary to state clearly removing all doubts that Projected Universal Declaration, Propagated International Laws, Communicated International Conventions, Conferences, Seminars, Workshops, Orientation Programs, Refreshers Courses, Publications, Pentagonal Star Marks, Copernican Indicator, API Scores, Assessment & Accreditation, Seven Set Parameters of NAAC, Evaluation & Celebration, Six Gujarat Model [ Modi Model] Indicators, Universal Acceptance, Unanimous Agreement, Mutual Understanding, Comments of Finite Rational Beings, and Remarks of Competent Authorities etc. are not the criterions (parameters or uniform guidelines) of Truth [Verifiable Certain Knowledge & Justifiable Valid Knowledge]. Necessary & Sufficient Conditions [Uniform Guidelines or Set Parameters] for Verifiable & Justification of Human Rights & Universal Education [Verifiable Certain Knowledge & Justifiable Valid Knowledge] have been stated clearly in Page – 27 of our National Curriculum Framework – 2005 [NCF – 2005].

2.5.3 – Forms of Understanding - The Sciences, like the systems of mathematics, have their own concepts, often interconnected through theories, and are attempts to describe and explain the natural world. Concepts include atom, magnetic field, cell, and neuron. Scientific inquiry involves observation and experimentation to validate predictions made by theory (hypotheses), which may be aided by instruments and controls. Formalisation into theory and model building can sometimes involve mathematics, but it is only with reference to observations and not to mathematical accuracy that truth is tested. The attempt is to furnish a narrative that in some way ‘corresponds’ to reality.” [National Curriculum Framework, 2005, Page – 27, NCERT – India]

It is certain that Sirius Binary System that concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations [including Islamic Scholars and Muslim Leaders] have not yet recognized & confirmed just Magnetic Field [E-Point or Aphelion or North Pole or Northern Hemisphere or Natural North Direction or Left of the Appointed Kaba or Haiyalas-Sawaal or Shimal] mentioned in Page – 27 of our National Curriculum Framework – 2005. Consequently, they have been uninterruptedly leading people of the entire world toward wrong direction [global veil of ignorance] projecting anti-natural standard (global standard of UN), propagating self-contradictory & paradoxical curriculum of compulsory education for all [science of a particular community (global scientific community referred by NCERT – India) and one global text & conspiracy curriculum of IBE – UNESCO], wrong interpreting Verses of Kitaaba bil-Haqq in resemblance with 6310 comments of the Researchers of IFTA and in correspondence with One Global Text of IBE - UNESCO, misrepresenting our Apriori Rights and Inborn Human Rights, universally violating our Inalienable Human Rights [First Generation: Natural & Environmental Rights, Second Generation: Essential & Fundamental Rights and Social & Cultural Rights, and Third Generation: Un-interfering & Inviolable Religious Rights and Uncompromising Constitutional Rights], and communicating with us Absolutely False Information [Global News]. If an authority fails to provide me recognized confirmation of just Magnetic Field [E-Point or Aphelion or North Pole or Northern Hemisphere or Natural North Direction or Left of the Appointed Kaba or Haiyalas-Sawaal or Shimal] mentioned in Page – 27 of our NCF - 2005, then he/she has no legitimate right to argue with my searched out scientific findings and corresponding purely academic activities bearing Academic Ph. D. Registration No. 2491/14 under Assam University, India.

Scientific Method [Experimentum Cruxis & Crucial Instances], and Aristotle’s Dictum De Omni Et Nullo. They have been teaching us several fallacies which often vitiate Knowledge such as Subjective Self-contradiction & Objective Paradox, Plurality of Causes, Petition Principi, Post Hoc Ergo Proprius Hoc, Non-observation, Mal-observation, Universal Mal-observation, Individual Mal-observation, Non-observation of Instances, Non-observation of Essential Circumstances, Characteristic Imperfection, Practical Imperfection, Excluded Middle, Equivocation, Illicit Major, Illicit Minor, and Existential Fallacy etc. However, they have not yet tried to recognize & confirm Verifiable Framework and Justifiable Curriculum of Universal & Necessary Knowledge and Human Rights & Universal Education as per their teachings. On the contrary, they have been uninterruptedly propagating projected anti-natural framework [global standard] of UN and introduced fallacious knowledge of an international organization of terrorism & activism [global scientific community referred by NCERT – India or UNO and its special agencies]. Lack of class – II standard basic scientific knowledge of the people of the entire world and wrong direction of performing prayer of my family members are the two clear proofs [crucial instances or eye opening evidences or unerring witnesses] regarding the consequences of anti-natural & anti-human – anti-social & anti-cultural – completely anti-Islamic – self-contradictory & paradoxical – vague & absurd – indefinite & inconsistent – fallacious & hypocritical – unscientific & non-philosophical – illogical & immoral – illicit & illegitimate – unlawful & unconstitutional activities of so-called epistemic persons [ahil kitaab] since antiquity.

My searched out scientific findings are verifiable & justifiable from all perspectives/disciplines. My pen-paper-pencil works resemble my searched out verifiable & justifiable scientific findings [infallible & unerring revelations]. So, it is a hard task before finite rational beings to falsify & reject my pen-paper-pencil works since 2016 producing reference of justifiable legitimacy. My thirteen [13] internationally published books, five [5] published articles, and verifiable contents & justifiable contexts of more than three thousand [3000] self-explanatory grievance petitions under grievance redress mechanism have been justifying/proving my constitutional activities and selfless endeavours [sacrifices] for a long period of time for the sake of the existential imports of Inalienable Human Rights [Apriori Rights – Inborn Human Rights – Fundamental Rights – Uncompromising Constitutional Rights] of the people of this equal & opposite manifested nature [specifically 138 crore people of India]. In this regard, University Grants Commission [UGC], India has recognized my searched out findings and corresponding pen-paper-pencil works as very generic in nature i.e. verifiable & justifiable from all perspectives/disciplines. [Ref. Govt. PgPortal Registration No. DSEHE/P/2019/00185 or Page No. 9 of ‘UNO’s Contributions’ published by Notion Press with ISBN: 9781-64899-9925]


Concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations failed to falsify & reject my searched out scientific findings identifying lacunae in the logical thread [equal & opposite apriori framework of natural science] and proving fallacies in the searched out Neutral Sciences [Infallible & Unerring Revelations] free from ‘Global Standard of UN’ [un-contradicted facts of this equal & opposite manifested
nature]. I had declared ‘War of Authenticity’. Concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations failed to face ‘War of Authenticity’. I had declared ‘Jihad-e-Akbar or Greatest War’. Concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations failed to face ‘Jihad-e-Akbar or Greatest War’. Now, more than 1000 formal & legitimate documents have been justifying/proving the absolute failure of concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations. References of formal & legitimate documents regarding absolute failure of concerned authorities have been included in my internationally published books [specifically ‘UNO’s Contributions’ and ‘Science & Constitution’ published by Notion Press].


A few references regarding the absolute failure of concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations are as follows –


b) “The information sought is of deep scientific background” [Ministry of Science & Technology, Govt. of India, Letter No. A1/14/4/RTI/2017 dated 07/4/2017 (Page No. 178 of ‘Science & Constitution’ published by Notion Press with ISBN: 978-1-64899-992-5)] and “The subject matter is seeking information on 25 points which are of deep scientific background.” [Ministry of Science & Technology, Govt. of India, Letter No. SR/MTF/Z-04/2017 dated 16/01/2018], However, concerned authorities to the Govt. of Assam, India and concerned authorities to the Govt. of India failed to provide my class – VI standard daughter authentic information regarding just 25 points related to Framework of Natural Science and Curriculum of Compulsory Education for All [Human Rights & Universal Education or Sarva Siksha] such as Universe, World, Earth, Four Basic Fields – Four Basic Forces – Four Cardinal Directions of Helium-4 Atom, Srinus Binary System, Mercurial System, Uranian System, Natural Magnetism, Barrier between Equal and Opposite Natural Mechanism [Solar System], Einstein’s Binary Pulsar, and Newton’s Visual Binaries etc. under RTI Act – 2005. So, it is self-evident that the identified nexus of Avidya [Identified Self-evident Plagiarisms or Identified UNO-Phobia or Identified Anti-natural Sciences or Identified Fallacious Sciences or

c) Concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations failed to do Justice with Verifiable Contents & Justifiable Contexts of our more than 3000 Self-explanatory Grievance Petitions under Grievance Redress Mechanism providing us Constitutional Remedies [Authentic Solutions] of the searched out Scientific Issues [Contradictions or Rival Hypotheses or Identified Anti-natural Sciences and Searched out Natural Sciences or Identified UNO-Phobia and searched out Islam-Phobia] and recognized confirmation of Human Rights & Universal Education [Universal & Necessary Knowledge or Free & Compulsory Education for All or Sarva Siksha or Apriori Sciences free from Subjective Self-contradictions & Objective Paradoxes or Neutral Sciences free from Universal Acceptance of a Particular Community referred by NCERT - India or Pure Sciences Unmixed with Man-made Technologies]. Now, competent authorities from the local level to the United Nations will falsify & reject searched out scientific findings [Set – B or Islam-Phobia or Pure Sciences Unmixed with Man-made Technologies or Apriori Sciences or Infallible & Unerring Revelations] and corresponding Inalienable Human Rights [First Generation: Natural & Environmental Rights, Second Generation: Essential & Fundamental Rights and Social & Cultural Rights, and Third Generation: Un-interfering & Inviable Religious Rights (specifically Four Foundational Solidarity Rights in Islam) and Uncompromising Constitutional Rights of our Children] i.e. Purely Academic Activities of an Associate Professor [Academic Authority to the Govt.] bearing Academic Ph. D. Registration No. 2491/14 under Assam University, India. It is certain like Sirus Binary System that finite rational beings are absolutely unable to falsify & reject Purely Academic Activities of Jamir Ahmed Choudhury [an Academic Authority to the Govt.] bearing Academic Ph. D. Registration No. 2491/14 under Assam University, India. So, Respected Authorities, Respected Lawyers, Hon’ble Judges, Hon’ble Ministers, Hon’ble Chancellor of Assam University, Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor of Assam University, Hon’ble Governor of Assam, Hon’ble Chief Minister of Assam, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India, Hon’ble Vice-President of India, and His Excellency Hon’ble President of India are sincerely requested to do ‘Justice’ with purely Academic Activities of an Associate Professor [Academic Authority to the Govt.] for a long period of time bearing Academic Ph. D. Registration No. 2491/14 under Assam University, India. I shall remain thankful to each & every authority of this equal & opposite manifested nature for the same. [Ref. Pages 248 to 560 of ‘UNO’s Contributions’ published by Notion Press with ISBN: 9781-64899-9741 and Pages 93 to 570 of ‘Science & Constitution’ published by Notion Press with ISBN: 9781-64899-9925].


f) There are uncountable science books and science journals [black & white records]. However, there is no authentic information [black & white record] regarding ‘Neutral Science’ referred by the competent academic authorities of NCERT – India. [‘Science is neutral to all religions and is not specific to any religion or community.’] More specifically, there are uncountable records [science books and science journals] regarding ‘Science of an Anti-natural Community’ [Universal Acceptance of the Global Scientific Community referred by NCERT – India]. [‘The scientific facts, principles, theories, and laws currently being taught at school level are universally accepted by the global scientific community.’] However, there is no authentic information [black & white record] regarding ‘Neutral Science free from Universal Acceptance of a Particular Community referred by NCERT – India’ [Common Science free from Projected Global Standard of UN or Apriori Science or Natural Science or Basic Science or Independent Science or Objective Science or Primary Science or Positive Science or Pure Science Unmixed with Man-made Technology or Infallible & Unerring Revelation]. So, it is crystal clear that there was no pen-paper-pencil work [internationally published book] on Verifiable Framework of Natural Science [Equal & Opposite Apriori Framework of this Manifested Nature] and Justifiable Curriculum of Human Rights & Universal Education [Un-contradicted Facts of sole Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature prior to the publication of my first book – ‘Kitaaba Wal-Hikmata or Manifested Nature and the Utility of One’s Upright Logic – I’ by Partridge Publishing on 5th August, 2016. Uncountable Global Science Books and Global Science Journals published by the Reputed National/International Publishers are nothing but the Identified Nexus of Self-evident Plagiarisms [Identified UNO-Phobia]. Correspondingly, research works for the sake of Global Sustainability [UN Universal Declaration of Global Standard, 1948] are nothing but conscious conspiracies & manifest hypocrisies of cultured terrorists – civilized activists – intellectual criminals – epistemic persecutors – evidence sorcerers – propagators of the nexus of self-evident plagiarisms – educated idiots – highly qualified frauds – epistemic liars – falsehood mongers – traitors exploiting public money & govt. fund and persecuting our practical belief in the existential import of Natural Science [Infallible & Unerring Revelation]. It is certain like my existence as a finite rational being that the so-called epistemic persons [including eminent experts of scientific certainty] have been uninterruptedly communicating their conjectures at schools as if apriori sciences [natural sciences or neutral sciences or common sciences or basic sciences or pure sciences or positive sciences or primary sciences or objective sciences or independent sciences or infallible & unerring revelations] since antiquity. [Ref. Pages 166 to 378 of ‘Science & Constitution’ published by Notion Press with ISBN: 978-1-64899-992-5]


My thirteen [13] internationally published books, verifiable contents & justifiable contexts of our more than 3000 self-explanatory grievance petitions under grievance redress mechanism, more than 1000 formal documents received from concerned authorities to the government, and absolute failure of concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations will manifest clearly removing all doubts before naked eyes of the possessors of common sense [conscience or sense of right and wrong (equal & opposite)] specifically Respected Lawyers and Hon’ble Judges that concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations have comprehended the existential imports of my searched out Equal & Opposite Natural Framework and Un-contradicted Facts of sole Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature such as Sirius Binary System, Mercurial System, Uranian System, Natural Magnetism, Solar System, and Four Foundational Solidarity Rights in Islam. They have also recognized removing all doubts the identified Prime Seed of Man-made Viruses [Global Standard of UN] and its Roots, Stem, Branches, Twigs, Leaves, Flowers and Fruits.

UNO’s Universal Violation of our Inalienable Human Rights [Apriori Rights – Inborn Human Rights – Fundamental Rights – Uncompromising Constitutional Rights] is crystal clear before concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations. It is also crystal clear before concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations that the Devil’s Handworks [Idols or Man-made Natural Sciences] and Conspiracy Policies of an International Organization of Terrorists and Activists [UNO] have been uninterruptedly violating Four Foundational Solidarity Rights in Islam [Four Un-interfering & Inviolable Religious Rights of my Family Members]. It is also crystal clear before concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations that they are absolutely unable to conceal the identified Prime Seed of Man-made Viruses [Global Standard of UN, 1948] and its Roots, Stem, Branches, Twigs, Leaves, Flowers and Fruits from naked eyes of the possessors of common sense [conscience or sense of right and wrong (equal & opposite)] specifically Respected Lawyers and Hon’ble Judges.


On the contrary, concerned authorities to the government have been consciously & intentionally playing several anti-natural & anti-human – anti-social & anti-cultural – completely anti-Islamic – self-contradictory & paradoxical – vague & absurd – indefinite & inconsistent – fallacious & hypocritical – unscientific & non-philosophical – illogical & immoral – illicit & illegitimate – unlawful & unconstitutional games with searched out Neutral Sciences [Apriori Sciences or Natural Sciences or Basic Sciences or Primary Sciences or Objective Sciences or Independent Sciences or Objective Sciences or Independent
Sciences or Positive Sciences or Pure Sciences Unmixed with Man-made Technologies or Infallible & Unerring Revelations] and corresponding self-explanatory grievance petitions of the family members of Jamir Ahmed Choudhury under grievance redress mechanism since 2016 projecting mon ki baat, comments, opinions, suitable replies, contrary formalities, contradictory guidelines, conspiracy parameters, conjectures, petitio principii mandates, or post hoc ergo propter hoc legitimacy. Consequently, we have not yet received authentic solutions of the searched out scientific issues [contradictions or rival hypotheses] as per our NCF – 2005 and recognized confirmation of ensured quality education as per RTE Act – 2009 from concerned authorities to the govt.


Now, cultured – civilized – intellectual – highly educated authorities from the local level to the United Nations will face searched out Scientific Findings [Infallible & Unerring Revelations] and corresponding Puresly Academic Authorities Verifiable & Justifiable from all perspectives/disciplines of an uncultured & uncivilized Associate Professor [Academic Authority to the Govt.] bearing Academic Ph. D. Registration No. 2491/14 under Assam University, India.

“Research proposals would generally be for projects of three-years duration; however, for truly outstanding proposals of high impact, proposals of five years or even longer in exceptional cases would be considered.” [Ref: Page – 15 of the Highlights of the New Education Policy – 2019]

It is being manifested from more than 1000 formal & legitimate documents and absolute failure of concerned authorities to the government that propagation of the identified nexus of falsehoods [self-evident plagiarisms or self-contradictory & paradoxical sciences] consciously violating our inalienable human rights [apriori rights – inborn human rights – fundamental rights – uncompromising constitutional rights] comes under the mandates of each concerned authority to the government. Research work on identified nexus of fallacious sciences [man-made natural sciences or invented lies & introduced falsehoods or global standard of UN and universal acceptance of the global scientific community referred by NCERT - India] making use of public money & govt. fund also comes under the mandates of each concerned authority to the government. However, recognition of the searched out verifiable & justifiable truth as per our NCF – 2005 and RTE Act – 2009 does not come under the mandates of a single authority to the government. Consequently, we have not yet received recognized confirmation of Human Rights & Universal Education [Varsha Siksha]. In this connection, concerned authority to the government, DST [Ministry of Science & Technology, Govt. of India vide Letter No. AI/10/2/PG/2017 dated 12.02.2018 (Page – 7 of ‘UNO’s Contributions’ published by Notion Press with ISBN: 978-1-64899-974-1)] provided us following black & white information degrading the existential import of the Sovereignty of the Constitution of our Independent India –

“However, this is to mention that judging the correctness or otherwise of scientific theories is outside the domain of the Government of India.”

Unerring Remarks: It is crystal clear from the above reference that an external authority has been deceitfully dominating the Sovereignty of the Constitution of our Independent India since antiquity. Consequently, concerned cultured – civilized – intellectual – highly educated authorities to the govt. have been failing to provide my children recognized confirmation of class – II standard human rights & universal education (sarva siksha) as per our NCF – 2005 and RTE Act – 2009 since 2016. Concerned authority to the Govt., Ministry of Science & Technology, Govt. of India grasped the vera causa of our long term causeless sufferings and provided us the above mentioned formal & authentic information. I am thankful to the concerned authority to the Govt. of India.

Purpose: Utilitarian Appeal

“Time is precious, but truth is more precious than time.” – Benjamin Disraeli (1804 – 1881), British Politician

Time has only one dimension called succession. Finite rational beings [including concerned authorities of United Nations, special agencies of UNO, global scientists, Islamic scholars, Muslim leaders, presidents, prime ministers, ministers, chairpersons, commissioners, diplomats, bureaucrats, crime detectives, secretaries, directors, scientists, philosophers, professors, qualified teachers, lawyers, judges, writers, eminent experts, content evaluators,

There was no pen-paper-pencil work [internationally published book] on Verifiable Framework of Natural Science [Equal & Opposite Apriori Framework of this Manifested Nature] and Justifiable Curriculum of Human Rights & Universal Education [several Un-contradicted Facts of this Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature]. Finite rational beings [including global scientists] are absolutely unable to face just the equal & opposite cover page of my first book - ‘Kitaab Wal-Hikmata or Manifested Nature and the Utility of One’s Upright Logic – I’. Subsequently, we had placed more than 3000 self-explanatory grievance petitions under grievance redress mechanism. Consequently, we have received more than 1000 formal & legitimate weapons for fighting against UNO’s Universal Violation of our Inalienable Human Rights [First Generation: Natural & Environmental Rights; Second Generation: Essential & Fundamental Rights and Social & Cultural Rights; and Third Generation: Un-interfering & Inviolable Religious Rights (specifically Four Foundational Solidarity Rights in Islam) and Uncompromising Constitutional Rights of our Children] since antiquity projecting ‘Global Standard or Anti-natural Framework or Global Framework’ and communicating with us ‘Absolutely False Information or Self-contradictory & Paradoxical Knowledge’.

It is certain like Newton’s Visual Binaries [Uranian System or Two-fold Mercy or Two Moons or White Moon of the West Zone and White Moon of the East Zone or Planet Uranus of each Zone] that cultured – civilized – intellectual – highly educated authorities to the Govt. were unaware of Verifiable Framework [Equal & Opposite Apriori Framework of Natural Science] and Justifiable Curriculum of Human Rights & Universal Education [Un-contradicted Facts of this Equal & Opposite Manifested Nature] such as Sirius Binary System, Mercurial System, Uranian System, Natural Magnetism, and Barrier between Equal and Opposite Natural Mechanism [Solar System] prior to the publication of my first book. It is an impossible task before finite rational beings [including cultured – civilized – intellectual – highly educated authorities to the Govt.] to provide us constitutional remedies [authentic solutions] of the searched out scientific issues [contradictions or rival hypotheses or alternatives in their exclusive senses] in resemblance with UN Universal Declaration of Global Standards [Universal Acceptance of the Global Scientific Community referred by NCERT – India or One Global Text & Excellent Curriculum of IBE – UNESCO or Textbook of Natural Science prepared by NCERT – India or Acquired & Possessed Global Epistemology of so-called Eminent Persons] and in correspondence to Reality mentioned in Page – 27 of our NCF – 2005 [observation of particular instances under natural circumstances such as Alteration of Day & Night in a Day]. So, I am not sceptical regarding my searched out Apriori Sciences [Natural Sciences or Neutral Sciences or Basic Sciences or Primary Sciences or Positive Sciences or Objective Sciences or Independent Sciences or Pure Sciences Unmixed with Man-made Technologies or Infallible & Unerring Revelations] and corresponding Inalienable Human Rights [Apriori Rights – Inborn Human Rights – Fundamental Rights – Uncompromising Constitutional Rights].

Absolute failure of the concerned authorities from the local level to the United Nations has been proving on the basis of more than 1000 formal & legitimate documents [crucial instances or clear proofs or eye opening evidences or

**Conclusive Remarks**


“There is only one duty, only one safe course, and that is to try to be right.” – Winston Churchill (1874 – 1965), British Politician
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